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FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE 19TH CENTURY PAINTED FOUR-DRAWER COMMODE
WITH GILDED BUSTS

$5,850
A French Empire style painted wood four-drawer commode from the 19th century with ebonized columns, carved giltwood

female busts and tapered legs. Experience the grandeur of 19th-century French design with this French Empire style painted
wood four-drawer commode, a piece that harmoniously blends classical motifs with elegant craftsmanship. This commode,

adorned with ebonized columns, carved giltwood female busts, and tapered legs, is a testament to the opulent and sophisticated
aesthetics of the Empire style. The body of the commode is painted in a distressed blue-gray, subtly contrasted against striking
black accents, creating a visual narrative of elegance and depth. At the top, the frieze drawer offers a discrete storage solution,

its presence seamlessly integrated into the commode's overall design.
The ebonized tapering columns on either side draw inspiration from ancient Greek architecture, adding a sense of grandeur and

historical depth. Delicately placed above the columns, the carved giltwood female busts exude a sense of refined beauty and
artistry, their intricate details and golden hue adding a touch of opulence. The tapered legs provide a sturdy foundation, their

sleek form enhancing the commode's graceful silhouette. In a contemporary home, this Empire style commode serves as a
striking focal point in a living room, bedroom, or hallway. Its ample storage space within the drawers makes it ideal for

organizing personal items, while the top surface provides a perfect platform for displaying art, photographs, or decorative
objects. The commode's classical motifs and elegant design make it a timeless addition to any interior, adding a touch of 19th-

century French sophistication and the allure of refined craftsmanship to your space.
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm)

Width: 47.5 in (120.65 cm)
Depth: 23.5 in (59.69 cm)

SKU: A 4966
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